SIGNiX signs up to support Wacom
Signature Pads
March 2, 2016 | By Lisa Hoover McGreevy
Digital signature vendor SIGNiX announced this week integration with Wacom Signature Pads for
collecting secure electronic signatures. The new pairing allows companies to collect signatures
remotely or in-person with an option that mimics pen-on-paper experience.
Once an electronic signature is captured on a Wacom pad, SIGNiX technology permanently
embeds it into the associated electronic document where it remains legally valid throughout the
lifetime of the document with no further reliance on the SIGNiX ecosystem.
“SIGNiX’s solution deploys the highest levels of identity authentication and encryption,
comprehensive audit trails and tamper-evident technology to assure the safety and security of
e-signatures and e-signed documents,” explains a statement supplied by SIGNiX.
Signature pads are turning up everywhere, from the doctor’s office to tax preparation booths,
as a way to collect and store electronic handwritten legal signatures on documents, contracts,
and receipts. It’s favored by businesses as a way to reduce reliance on paper, reduce costs and
stay in step with compliance regulations. A 2014 AIIM report [reg. req.] showed that 60 percent
of respondents saw a return on investment from their digital signature efforts within the first 12
months or less.
Computer-based digital signatures aren’t all that difficult to provide but the technology can
still fluster signers and staff alike. The familiarity and convenience of signature pads provide a
low barrier of entry for users on both ends of the transaction while easing work processes and
compliance concerns for companies.
For more:
- download the AIIM report [reg. req.]
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